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Prepared BY: 
 

A. : Add a, an or the in the space market. 
 
Farmers in Central India seem to be always short of __________ water. This is because India has _____a_____ 

tropical monsoon climate: there is ____a________long dry season every yea.  __________  Rain that is so 

badly needed falls only in summer. _______The ____ Country is very dry for _______the_____ rest of 

_________the____ year when _____________ rainfall is very low. Sometimes ______the______ dry season 

lasts for ____________ seven months and ______________ water becomes very scarce. ____________ Water 

is obtained from _____________ deep wells, _____________ bullocks being used. ________The____ bullocks 

walk down _______the ______ gentle slope from ______the_______ well, pulling up ____________ water 

buckets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B. : Add a, an, the or some in the spaces marked___ if you think it is necessary: 
 

‘Would you like ______some_____ more tea? Do you like ______---______ milk in your tea?’ ‘Yes, please. I’d 

like _______a____ little more tea, but no milk, though I’d _______some____ sugar.’ 

They intended to go for _______a______ walk in _____the_______ country. Unfortunately, they heard on 

______the______ radio that ___a_____ typhoon was expected, so they decided to postpone 

____the________ trip until ____the ________ following weekend.  

All _______the _____ shops in church Street were closed but they found _____a_______ shop nearby that 

sold ____________ books. However, it did not have ____the_______ one that they wanted.  

If we had ____some________ money, we could have _______a_____ ride on ___the________ Hill Tramway. 

It’s _______a______ beautiful day for _______a____ walk on the Hill but it’s ______a______ little too hot to 

walk up there. 

______The_____ top of the hill was covered in ____________ mist but ______the______ lower slopes were 

bathed in ___________ sunshine. 

_____________ Steel plays __________a____ very important part in _____the________ lives of us all and 

_______the_____ production of steel is perhaps ______the_______ most important industry of all. 

___________ Steel is used for making _____________ motorcars and bicycles, and for building ____________ 

bridges. Even ______________ brick buildings in which we live and work have ____________ steel pillars and 

girders in them to give them strength. 

She bought _____an________ orange, ______some______ apples, _________some____ rice and loaf of 

bread. 

When you make ___a__________ mistake, cross it out neatly and write _____the_______ correction neatly 

above or by ___the_________ side of ____the__________ mistake. Do not use ________a______ rubber 

when you are writing in ____________ ink and do not try to alter a letter or number: _____Some_______ 

people try to conceal _______the______ fact that they have made ______a________ mistake by erasing or 

altering it. _____The________ result is often difficult to read. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

C. : Complete these sentence: 

Question Answer 

Lying on the grass ____________ …I could see the blue sky gradually becoming covered with 
gray clouds.  

Floating on the sea ____________ 
…the ship soon lost its bearings.  

Hammering on the door _____________ 
…the baby cried out his mother’s name.  

Hurrying home from school ____________ 
…I slipped on the banana peel.  

Running down the hillside ____________  
…the little girl tripped and fell  

Climbing over the wall_____________ 
…the robbers managed to escape. 

 
 

D. : Complete these sentence: 

Question Answer 

1) If I can get the book, ____________ 
…I could show you how to write the answer.  

2) If I knew, ____________  
…I would definitely inform her.  

3) If they had a boat, ___________  …they would have sailed over to help the boat that was 
sinking.  

4) If the teacher had asked me, 
_____________ 

…I would have given the answer.  

5) If I were the Headmaster, ______________ 
…I would prohibit corporal punishment.  

6) If he tells me the answer, _____________ 
…I will write it down for you.  

7) If I were you, ____________  
…I would have walked out of the room.  

8) If you do not listen, _____________ 
…you will never succeed.  

9) If the cars breaks down, _____________  
…you will have to push it to the nearest garage.  

10) If I had known, _____________ 
…I would have never gone to the party. 

 


